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FSM SYNOPSIS
LOGLINE
Friendship, Sex, Music, Drugs.. not necessarily in that order. FSM explores the world of underground
raves and online dating through the eyes of Samantha, a female DJ grappling with the ups and downs
of hookup culture in her search for meaningful connection.
SYNOPSIS
Samantha, and up-and-coming DJ, struggles to find meaningful connection in a world dominated by
social media and hookup culture. Amidst insensitive exes, dissatisfying one-night-stands, the
confusion of online dating, changing standards of beauty and unrequited love, Sam wrestles with
pursuing her own dreams, which often don’t fit the mold, before she can find love and happiness.
LONG SYNOPSIS
FSM tells the story of Samantha, a female DJ in the underground rave community struggling to
balance her burgeoning career with her day job as a teacher. Sam has been single for two years
following a hard breakup. With the help of her best friend and the online dating site “Date Now
Vancouver,” she re-enters the dating world and is thrown in the chaos of bad dates and even worse
sex. When a longtime crush of hers, Liam, appears in her online matches her interest is rekindled and
she pursues him without knowing how to bridge the “friend zone” gap and disappointed in him,
frustrated with herself, and everything seems to fall apart. Only deep friendship and belief in herself
will lift Samantha up so she can find love and happiness.
PRESS QUOTES
"A story about finding yourself and looking for love in the strange city of Vancouver, Melanie Jones'
bright, optimistic and surprisingly powerful FSM is a blast from beginning to end." - Jason Whyte,
efilmcritic
"Even as it focuses on the downside of hook-up culture, FSM exudes a winning ease and brightness.
The film’s affirmative vibe is literally graffitied on a wall or two—while Vanessa Crouch provides a warm
centre to its tale of an up-and-coming DJ whose love life could use a bit more flow." - Adrian Mack,
Georgia Straight
"The best word to describe FSM is “cool”– the film is a perfect storm of interestingly directed scenes,
beautifully shot cinematography and badass editing with the coolest soundtrack in the world." - Joel
Ashton McCarthy, This is a Spoon Blog
The film is full of great platter spinning scenes, with a pulsating score and lots of rhythmic energy. The
film also provides a rare female take on a world that is usually explored by male protagonists. While
this is Melanie M. Jones first feature, she has demonstrated that she can tell a compelling story in fulllength form with great editing, music and performances. - Whistler Film Festival
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Q&A-Writer/Director Melanie M. Jones
Where did the idea come from?
FSM is a personal story drawn from my own experiences of what I found to be an absolute minefield for
satisfying dating encounters in Vancouver. I began by writing about my own experiences with the complex
kinds of relationships that spring up between men and women – friendships, flirtations, hookups, awkward
dates and exes. From there I work-shopped the script and gather anecdotes from friends to flesh out
certain characters or scenes.
What is FSM about?
FSM explores several themes and ideas I had about making your way in the world as an independent
woman in your 30’s. I also wanted to touch on the female point of view on sex and desire, a commentary
on the effect of social media and technology on the deep human need to connect with other people, the
power of friendship, the importance of being true to who you are, and the powerful highs and lows of living
a creative life. At the end of the day I think is reductive to say it’s a ‘relationship movie’ but I can’t deny that
a large part of the film is indeed about relationships – between friends, between men and women in a
variety of dating scenarios, between family, and between the world and its expectations and the reality of
who we are and what we really care about. Sometimes those things really don’t mesh. Sometimes you’re
single and you don’t know why and the world has taught you to blame yourself for it – either you’re not
doing enough, or you’re trying too hard. The advice people give you when you’re single is infuriating! And
sometimes you love someone and they just don’t love you back. Harsh but true. I didn’t want to make
another typical rom-com. I believe in love and real connection with another person and I wanted a happy
ending but not the usual one. I wanted her to find happiness by understanding that it was ok to be who she
was, where she was in her life, wanting what she wanted – even if she didn’t get it! Like, hey its ok that you
don’t have your whole life figured out yet, really it is.
Where did you get the title?
The title FSM is an old-school abbreviation for a personals ad for “female seeking male.” Y’now the ones
that used to be in the newspaper? I think maybe Plenty of Fish uses it. I liked the idea of this retro/low-tech
phrase colliding with modern text-speak like LOL and TMI – it just seems like a natural fit to me. I also like
that the abbreviation is not limited to only that one meaning, which is why I didn’t title the final film
“Female Seeking Male.” FSM can also stand for some of the themes in the film, like Friendship, Sex, and
Music.
On Vanessa Crouch as Sam
Finding Vanessa was an absolute dream. Casting for this film was so difficult because there are so many
characters and we didn’t have any money or a casting director to help us. I knew Samantha would be the
hardest character to find because it was a big ask. She had to carry the film, embodying a unique female
perspective, and more practically, she had to be willing to do the nudity and sexual content of the film. I
actually went through several casting and call back sessions and even offered the part to other actresses,
who turned the role down, mostly I think due to having second thoughts about the nudity. We were getting
down to the wire and my Executive Producer reached out to some agents he knew and we sent the
character breakdown and one came back with Vanessa. I met with her and she read a few scenes for me –
I knew right away she was the ONE. In the end I’m grateful the others turned the role down because I never
would have found Vanessa and she is absolutely perfect as Sam.
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Why is there so much nudity and sex in the film?
I think its fair to say that we see a lot of nudity and sex in film and TV already, and a large portion of that
nudity, most of it female, is in the hands of male directors. I have a point of view on the female body,
having one of my own, that I feel its important to share and explore in my films. For me the nudity in the
film was always about showing a level of vulnerability that Sam has with these men in her life. I had a very
clear goal in using the nudity to reflect Sam’s mental state and her level of openness with the potential
suitors she encounters and in turn, the way they treat her when she has left herself open to them. The
most sensual and arousing scene in the film is fully clothed and all about the way women engage their
imagination during self-pleasure. I wanted to subvert the usual gaze placed on women’s bodies in film and
television.
On Sean Aiken as Yodabestie
Casting Sean is a really funny story. I had a pretty clear picture in my mind of what he should look like. I
took a complete leap of faith and just put the word out to all my actor friends if anyone knew anyone with
dreadlocks. Someone sent Sean my way and he auditioned and everything – his first audition! And he hit it
out of the park. I think because Sean has some experience in front of the camera and speaking in public
because of his One Week Job project, he was surprisingly comfortable doing something he had never really
done before. He also just IS Yoda, in all the ways I was looking for. Now he’s getting nominations for his
acting in the film!
On Georgie Daburas as Liam
Georgie is one of a handful of actors on the film that I’ve been able to work with before. I met him working
on a trailer – I was working as Production Designer but we stayed in touch and when I started casting I
specifically asked Georgie to come out and audition for two of the roles. He is a fantastic actor, and an
even more fantastic human being. You just want to be around him and work with him because of his
attitude and infectious joy about being on set. He’s my kind of people.
How would you describe your directing style?
My style is very intuitive. I know what I want out of a scene, what I like. I play my cards right out in the open
for everyone to see. If I love a particular take or a shot, I hoot and holler about it. And I like to know how
everyone else feels – if an actor, or camera wants another take, I’ll happily give it to them if time allows. I
like to be surprised, to have my expectations exceeded by what others bring to the table, especially if I
haven’t thought of it. I don’t care if I have all the brilliant ideas. I want everyone to shine. That’s the real
beauty of making movies – its inherently collaborative and I love that process of finding magic together in
the moment. This is the first project I’ve done where I’ve been the writer as well as director so that part was
a new challenge. Because some of it was based on my own experiences I actually relied on Vanessa to
navigate certain emotional beats with me so I could get out of my own head about it. I storyboarded a large
portion of the film but sometimes you just see a great frame on the day and its magical to discover those
things. The film is definitely a mixture of Shawn’s ideas and specific requests from me for shots that were
in my head for months during pre-production. I cherish every minute on set because its my favorite part of
the process of making films.
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Tell me about filming on such a low budget
The obstacles were many. I had some experience working at the scale of a feature film because I had
previously been a production designer on several long-form projects, but many of my crew and
collaborators were new to the experience of working on such a scale. With the limited timeline of the
Indiecan10K Challenge, I was doing rewrites of the script simultaneously with casting, crowd-funding,
location scouting and working my day job. Hectic doesn’t even begin to describe it. Our budget was
extremely limited and with the boom in local Film/TV production it was difficult to attract crew to volunteer
when there was so much paid work available. I don’t know how we could have done it without our
sponsors. Twelve days of filming went by very quickly.
How did you pull together the soundtrack?
It’s always been a dream of mine to create a killer soundtrack – and I am so proud of this collection of
songs – the majority of which are Canadian musicians and all but three song are from local (Vancouver)
musicians. It’s eclectic and reflects the film perfectly. I started by searching for music producers who could
create original tracks for Sam’s DJing scenes. You can’t just use DJ mixes because they are full of
copyrighted samples so I had to find someone creating original music. Simultaneously I was searching for
the perfect indie band for a song for Liam’s band. We needed this track before filming because Georgie
had to lip sync to it – not something you can do in post. The soundtrack is one of the main Indiegogo perks
so it was an important part of our crowd-funding campaign to even raise the money to begin with. After the
film was shot I went on the search for more indie music – I wanted as much of it as possible to be
Canadian bands. There are only two tracks in the film that are not Canadian but both are songs that I had
in mind while I was writing the script and I just basically crossed every finger and toe and asked for them. I
got both of them and I am so happy because the scenes are designed for those songs. Those are the two
scenes I am most proud of in the entire film.

FSM FUN FACTS
FUN FACTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The first draft of the script was written in 38 days.
Lead Actor Vanessa Crouch was cast in the role of Samantha just 5 days prior to the start of
principal photography.
This film is Supporting Actor Sean Aiken’s (Yodabestie) first acting role ever.
Director Melanie Jones has two cameos in the film. One is easy to spot. The other is a secret.
The film was funded entirely through crowd-funding and sponsorship and the total cash budget
was just $10,000 CAD. There were 90 backers on Indiegogo.
The film was shot in Vancouver, BC in 12 days, averaging 8 pages per day.
Vancouver is very 420 friendly, however, all the ‘weed’ used in the film is herbal tobacco.
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FSM STILLS

**PHOTO CREDIT: MARC YUNGCO (this photo only)
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FSM STILLS

*PHOTO CREDIT: SHAWN SEIFERT (all photos except **)
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FESTIVALS
FSM – Festivals to date as of April 2016
•
•
•
•

WORLD PREMIERE, Whistler Film Festival, December 2015
US PREMIERE, BoomTown Film & Music Festival, TX, USA, February 2016
- 2nd PLACE BEST NARRATIVE FEATURE
Vancouver International Women in Film Festival, March 2016
INTNL PREMIERE, International Filmmaker Festival of World Cinema, Nice, France. May 2016
- Nominations:
- Best Feature Film
- Best Director - Melanie Jones
- Best Lead Actor - Vanessa Crouch
- Best Supporting Actor - Sean Aiken
- Best Supporting Actress - Jessica Heafey
- Best Cinematography - Shawn Seifert
- Best Original Screenplay - Melanie Jones
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FSM WEB LINKS
FSM OFFICIAL TRAILER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kxp-vH_EvIs
FSM OFFICIAL WEBSITE
http://fsmthefilm.wix.com/fsmthefilm
FSM FACEBOOK PAGE
www.facebook.com/fsmthefilm
FSM on TWITTER
@FsmTheFilm
FSM IMDB PAGE
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt3861188/
FSM INDIEGOGO CAMPAIGN
http://igg.me/at/fsmfilm/x/29727
DRAWN ONWARD FILMS INC. WEBSITE
https://drawnonwardfilms.wordpress.com/

DIRECTOR MELANIE JONES on TWITTER
@directormelanie
ACTOR GEORGIE DABURAS on TWITTER
@GeorgieDaburas
ACTOR SEAN AIKEN on TWITTER
@seanaiken
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FSM CAST
Vanessa Crouch – “Sam antha”
An Australian National, Vanessa has been in Vancouver 18 months chasing
sunshine and boys and the impossible dream that is an acting career.
Having completed her formal training at the University of Ballarat in 2008,
she has gone on to develop her craft in theatre and film, studying broadly
and finding roles in commercials, television and theatre. Her past credits
include roles on the TV series “Neighbors,” “Hard Rock Medical,” “Utopia”
and the short film “Rain Hail Shine,” 2015 will see the release of her debut
feature film FSM directed by Melanie Jones. Vanessa is represented by
Tyman Stewart at The Characters.
Sean Aiken – “Yodabestie”
Sean is the creator of The One Week Job Project – an inspiring journey
across North America in which he worked 52 jobs in 52 weeks to find his
passion. He’s been featured in The New York Times, Wall Street Journal,
TIME, Globe & Mail, on CNN, 20/20, The Rachael Ray Show, Good Morning
America, MTV, CBC, CTV, and countless other media outlets around the
world. His book, The One Week Job Project, is published by Penguin Random House. He speaks at
events internationally and has since created One Week Job projects with local participants in
Australia, India, America, and the UK. Sean joined the cast of FSM as a novice actor and brought his
unique perspective and experience to the role of “Yodabestie.”
Georgie Daburas – “Liam ”
Georgie was born on Canadian soil but he was raised in Greece, his family's
native country. Returning to Canada in 2006, Georgie discovered his natural
ability to connect with the camera through a start in modelling. This led him
to his first opportunity to play a small part in a film. The experience triggered
Georgie's curiosity for acting and his determination led him to Vancouver
and through the doors of the William Davis Centre at Vanarts. After
graduating with honors from the full-time acting program at William Davis,
Georgie was cast in numerous lead and principal roles in student and
independent film projects. He garnered attention as the lead in the web
series, “Hitman 101” and has worked on various short, TV, and independent
feature projects like “FSM.”
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FSM CAST
Daniel Arnold - “Jim ”
Daniel is a multi-award winning actor and writer for the stage and screen.
Most notably, he stars as Holloman in Lawrence & Holloman (2013) which he
co-wrote with director Matthew Kowalchuk, based on the play by Morris
Panych. For this role he won "Best Actor in a Comedy" at the Victoria TX IFF
and was nominated for a Leo Award for "Best Lead Actor in a Feature Film".
Lawrence & Holloman (2013) has won an impressive 13 jury awards,
including the Canadian Comedy Award for "Best Feature Film", and was
released theatrically in Canada and the USA.
Jessica Heafey - “Allison”
Canadian-born and theatrically-trained, Jessica Heafey began her professional
acting career in 2000. Since then she has cultivated a steady string of work in
television, with occasional film shorts and feature films to her credit.
Appearing mostly on television in movies and series, she is perhaps readily
recognized in the SyFy television suspense flick Earthstorm (2006) (TV) as the
astronaut pilot. Four years later, Jessica joined the cast of Supernatural
(2005) (TV) in 2010. Jessica is also affiliated with the Alliance of Canadian
Cinema, Television and Radio Artists (ACTRA), an organization comparable to
America's Screen Actors Guild (SAG).

Kyla W ise - “Jennifer”
Born Kyla Mary Wise Halliday in London, Ontario, Canada and was raised in
Calgary, Alberta. Kyla started studying Drama in middle school at the age of
13. In high school her best friend suggested she enter the Miss Teen Calgary
pageant and just for fun she did. At the pageant she was scouted by a
modeling agent and traveled to Japan and Taiwan and continued to model all
the way through high school and University. Kyla attended University of
Calgary where she graduated with the Department of Drama's highest honor
receiving the Gold Medal Award and a spot on the Dean's list. Her TV debut
was in the series "Honey, I Shrunk the Kids: The TV Show" (1997) playing
popular fire starting Sapphire. She lives in Vancouver, Canada.
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FSM FILMMAKERS
M elanie M . Jones - W riter/Director/Producer
Melanie is a visual artist, filmmaker and educator. Her previous films have
screened worldwide, and garnered numerous awards and nominations,
including her graduating film from Langara Film Arts, ‘Manhood’, nominated
for Best Lead Actor at the Calgary Fringe Film Festival and Best Comedy at the
Melbourne Independent Filmmakers Festival; and her short film ‘Rest Stop’
which premiered at the Victoria Film Festival in Australia, won Best
Cinematography at the U of T Film Festival and was distributed by Ouat Media,
showing on the ‘En Route’ in-flight entertainment system on Air Canada for a
year. With 13 short films under her belt as a Director and/or Producer,
Melanie attended the highly competitive Women in the Director’s Chair
program in 2013. In 2014, she was the BC winner of the Indiecan10K
Challenge, winning mentorship and sponsorhip for her debut feature “FSM” which had its World
Premiere at the Whistler Film Festival and will be screening in upcoming festivals such as the
Vancouver International Women in Film Festival and Boomtown Film & Music Festival in Texas.
Bernie Yao - Producer
Born in the capital of Taiwan, Bernie Yao grew up in the suburbs of Vancouver
BC. He studied Filmmaking at the Emily Carr University of Art & Design,
graduating in 2012 with a BFA in Film, Video & Integrated Media. He has
produced numerous short films that have screened at major festivals around
Canada, such as the Montreal World Film Festival, Whistler Film Festival, and
the Edmonton International Film Festival. His film “Manhattan Flyer Deluxe”
earned a Leo Award nomination in 2011 and a Golden Sheaf nomination in
2012. His short film “Destroyer” was runner up at the TIFF Talent Lab and
Official Selection at the Vancouver International Film Festival. His most recent
short film “Pour Retourner” will premiere at the 2014 Tribeca Film Festival.
Working in the industry in a variety of roles over the past few years, Bernie is
committed to further develop his producing skills with his first feature film.
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FSM FILMMAKERS
Alexander J. Cichon - Co-Producer
From an early age, Alexander was fascinated by in film in all
genres. Born in White Rock, he excelled in English, Drama and
Film Studies throughout high school, going on to earn a place at
the Vancouver Film School. At 24 years of age, Alexander
graduated from the Film Production Program. Alexander has
produced several projects since graduating including the short
film Avelline’s Window, a Crazy 8’s Film called Sacrifice, a music
video for Vancouver-based musician Dominique Fricot, and came onto “FSM” as a Co-Producer. Earlier
this year, Alexander co-founded the independent production house, Popkin Media, with a group of likeminded and passionate filmmakers.
Lucinda Bruce - Co-Producer
Lucinda Bruce was born in Melbourne, Australia & moved to
Vancouver, BC in 2013 to pursue a career in the local film
industry. She provided the female voices for the SciFi Video
Game Darkout (2013) & has acted in short films such as Death
by Kegslist (2013) and Two Tickets (2013). She is involved with
The Vancouver B Movie Factory TV Show (2013-) airing on Shaw
TV as the occasional panelist. Lucinda is also an emerging Producer having recently done the short
film ‘The Starlight Heist’ Written & Produced by Michael Denis and Directed by Mackenzie Gray. She is
currently involved with ’350 Days’ the documentary & a brand new TV Pilot from Actor / Director Fulvio
Cecere, the Feature Film ‘Paganini’ with Kenneth Kantymir & Lalewken Productions & another feature
film ‘Hanging Rock’ with Actor/Director Richard Duke & Triton Films along with a handful of other
projects involving local artists in the BC Film & TV Industry. She is also a Singer/Songwriter & Personal
Appearance Manager with a background in Theatre.
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FSM FILMMAKERS
Avi Federgreen - Executive Producer
Avi Federgreen’s nearly 20 years of experience in the Canadian film
industry includes many highlights, from music videos to TV series to fulllength feature films. Federgreen’s current releases include Empire of Dirt
directed by Peter Stebbingss, Random Acts of Romance directed by
Katrin Bowen, the first ever Canadian fully financed 3D feature Dead
Before Dawn directed by April Mullen and the documentary 30 Ghosts
directed by Sean Cisterna. Federgreen's other producing credits include
Still Mine, Score: A Hockey Musical, One Week, Moon Point, I’m Yours,
Hungry Hills, High Life, Leslie, My Name Is Evil, and the documentary As
Slow as Possible.
Trish Dolm an - Executive Producer
Producer Trish Dolman is the founder and president of Screen Siren
Pictures Inc., an independent television and film company based in
Vancouver, BC. She has been in the media business for 22 years and
has produced over 10 documentaries, 6 feature films, three TV movies
and several international treaty co-productions. In addition to the
numerous awards her productions have garnered, Dolman herself has
gotten attention as one of the most influential women in Vancouver’s
media landscape from the Vancouver Sun and Women in Film and Video
Vancouver. She has also sat on numerous industry boards: WIFVV, DOC,
CMPA and currently the Whistler Film Festival. In 2003, Trish was the
youngest recipient ever to be awarded Woman of the Year from Women
in Film and Video Vancouver. She was also honoured as Veuve Clicquot
Ponsardin La Grand Dame 2003 Woman of Distinction. In 2010, Trish
was named one of the 100 Most Influential Women in British Columbia by the Vancouver Sun.
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FSM PRODUCTION PERSONNEL
Shawn Seifert - Director of Photography
Shawn is a talented DOP who works as both Cinematographer and
Producer on several indie films in Vancouver. He has worked on
several notable projects prior to bringing his talents to FSM, including
"Crockett", "Riverdale: The Archie Movie Trailer" and "Suspension"
which is also premiering at Whistler Film Festival.

Paolo Kalalo - Editor
Paolo Kalalo is a video editor/post production specialist residing in
Vancouver, BC. He was born in the Philippines and moved to Canada
in 2007, where he discovered his passion for editing and filmmaking.
He pursued this and attended the Art Institute of Vancouver,
graduating their Film Production program in March of 2013,
specializing in post production. He has been involved in numerous
projects such as commercials, music videos, shorts, and feature films.
Projects that he's edited has been featured in major television stations
such as OMNI and Teletoon, and screened at festivals such as
Cannes, VIFF, Cardiff, and Whistler Film Festival.
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FSM MUSIC
HOWL SOUND - VANCOUVER, BC
https://soundcloud.com/howl-sound
Deep bass, jacking beats, and catchy hooks just are a few inspirations that brought Howl Sound into
existence. Howl Sound are known for playing anything deep and groovy, melding between house,
techno and bass music.
SOUTH OF BLOOR - TORONTO, ON
http://www.southofbloorband.com/
SOB formed in 2010 with Dan Bouwhuis (Vocals, Guitar), Kevin Zemnickis (Drums) and Mike Burger
(Bass). Since their fruition, the indie pop 3-piece has filled many of Toronto's most notable concert
venues (The Horseshoe, Rancho Relaxo, el Mocambo) before even having a commercial release.
DJ KASEY RIOT - VANCOUVER, BC
http://www.kaseyriot.com/
Currently one of the most prominent female DJs in Vancouver's club scene, Kasey Riot's been moving
dance floors since 2007 and has proven herself with multiple residencies, headlining shows and
frequent tours. Her massive bass-infused electro and tech-house sets have earned her a loyal
following.
LUCIUS - NYC, USA
www.ilovelucius.com
Lucius is a triple-threat of vocal harmonies, infectious hooks, and dance-inducing percussion. Pair
those traits with the band’s irresistible live show and it’s easy to see why NPR Music calls Lucius “a
fabulous band playing such infectious pop songs” and Paste hails the group as “blissful.” Charismatic
co-founders and lead vocalists Jess Wolfe and Holly Laessig sing in unison – two voices as one –
uniquely delivering songs with stories told from the same perspective. Multi-instrumentalists Andrew
Burri, Peter Lalish, and Dan Molad round out the stylish, Brooklyn-based quintet.
BLACKMILL - UK
https://soundcloud.com/blackmill
At the age of 15 Blackmill started producing trance and uploading tracks to youtube under the alias
"Robert J.C" As Dubstep grew throughout 2010 Blackmill took a shine to this new genre. Blackmill was
quickly producing his own version of Dubstep, Melodic Dubstep. It's been proven to be a hit after he
remixed Ellie Gouldings "Your Song" which took off straight away.
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FSM MUSIC
JODI PEDERSON - VANCOUVER, BC
www.jodipederson.com
With the combined forces of soulful, powerful, timeless vocals, and genre defying writing and
production, Jodi Pederson is emerging into the Western Canadian music scene by storm. Compared to
Joni Mitchell for her creative song writing, Jodi Pederson sings of melodic experiences filtered by
heartfelt emotion and honesty to design moments, and create escapes.
CHERSEA - VANCOUVER, BC
http://www.cherseamusic.com/
Chersea has an uncanny ability to arrange her vocals, melodies, and lyrics into a wall of sound,
perfectly suited for and complimented by her Loopstation. By combining a multitude of percussive and
melodic tools, she is able to conjure dream-like soundscapes and hypnotic worldly rhythms.
KIDS - VANCOUVER, BC
http://www.kidsmusic604.com/
KIDS all hail from northern Canadian communities. Meeting in Vancouver, the trio united forming a
team of unique personalities that shine on a collaborative effort. With invigorating live performances,
these fellas enlighten listeners with spoken word and flavourful beats. They are Kinetic Intelligence
Developing Soul.
DOMINIQUE FRICOT - VANCOUVER, BC
http://dominiquefricot.com/
Dominique Fricot has come a long way since his humble, indie-rock beginnings. Taking a brave step
into the deep-end of solo artistry, Tumbling into local cult fame, the Vancouver native’s swoon-worthy
baritone ballads and honest lyrics permeate his emotionally potent EP, If Baby Could Walk.
J.P. MAURICE - VANCOUVER, BC
http://jpthemaurice.com/
Adversity has never defined JP Maurice. The muscular pop/rock tracks of Maurice’s debut solo album
The Arborist, reflects an artist who can take a bad day, a failed relationship or dark experience and
forge it into an anthem.
BEST NIGHT EVER - VANCOUVER, BC
http://www.bestnighteverband.com/
Best Night Ever is a new Vancouver based project featuring Patrick Gavigan (vocals), Alex Flock
(guitar), James Huumo (keyboards), Justin Gorrie (bass) and Nick Stecz (drums). Infectious hooks,
tight grooves and chordal creativity come together to define the Best Night Ever sound.
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ACTOR’S THOUGHTS ON “FSM”
VANESSA CROUCH – “Samantha”
The first time I read FSM, I knew I had to play Sam. There was something inherently human and relatable in
her story that I felt anyone who has ever had their heart broken would understand. There were words on
the page that I was sure had come out of my own mouth at some point, and the inner conflict of not
wanting to conform to societal norms challenged by the very human need we all have for love is, I feel,
universal.
GEORGIE DABURAS - “Liam”
I am a lucky guy. Our Director Melanie is a genuine artist and a skillful filmmaker. Vanessa, our lead is a
well-tuned actor that oozes with effortless honesty. Working with them and the entire team of FSM was a
beautiful and memorable experience throughout. But there was one moment in particular that stood out as
a magical moment for me, and I believe for all of us that were involved in it. We were shooting the “door”
scene, which is a very important piece in Sam’s story that plays with the notion of good and bad timing in
our lives. Melanie, Vanessa and I, briefly discussed about the actions and beats we wanted to explore in
that scene and then just went ahead and tried it. It must’ve been the second take when we heard Melanie
say “Cut” with the most genuinely happy tone in her voice and the biggest smile on her face, while she was
throwing fist pumps in the air. When you see your Director that happy, you just know that something very
special has occurred and that they were able to capture it!
DANIEL ARNOLD – “Jim”
Coming out to play on this film was an absolute joy. Right away I could tell that the two ladies holding down
the fort were dynamo -- that is writer/director Melanie Jones, and lead actress Vanessa Crouch. These
ladies are going places.
JESSICA HEAFEY - “Allison”
Working with Melanie is an actor’s dream. She knows what she wants and yet she allows for so much
room to explore different facets of a scene. What actor doesn’t want the opportunity to get several takes in
a heated scene and to keep being surprised with where it goes? We did so many takes on the emotional
scene between the two sisters, I started to unlearn my lines. LOL! I never thought that was possible! I have
no idea how Melanie managed to get such great work from so many on such a minute budget of $10k. I
know it was a huge amount of work and she struggled throughout the project but it felt like talented people,
many minimally experienced, were throwing themselves at the project to work with her. She let them all do
their thing and trusted that they would do their best work. She not only made her first feature, she gave a
lot of eager and talented people a great opportunity to work on their first feature too.
NNEKA CROAL – “Jo”
I remember shooting the club scenes. The long take when I dance through the crowd and we see the
various club folks. That was so super fun to shoot because we shot it in one continuous take and I just
improvised the dance and movement. I think we got it in two takes and it looks great!
KYLA WISE - “Jennifer”
From the minute I was given an audition to the moment we wrapped FSM I was completely in awe of
Melanie and her process as a filmmaker. It was such a gift to work on FSM! I particularly loved shooting
around the underbelly of the Burrard Bridge. I love indie filmmaking!
AUDREY ALVAREZ - “Molly”
I liked throwing seaweed the best!
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INDIECAN 10K CHALLENGE
Avi Federgreen’s INDIECAN10K is a Canada-wide ‘First Feature’ initiative that saw six first time
filmmaker teams personally mentored by Federgreen as well as a select producer-mentor in each
participating province or territory. The final projects had a total budget of no more than ten thousand
Canadian dollars. The INDIECAN10K initiative also included considerable in-kind services, ranging
from equipment to post production services. Each provincial Mentor, along with Federgreen, worked
closely with the selected teams through every aspect of production including script development,
financing and crowd-funding the $10,000, pre-production, production and post-production of each
feature.
Federgreen believes these kinds of innovative initiatives are imperative to the success and survival of
the Canadian film industry, which is facing increasingly difficult parameters for young filmmakers.
“We need to encourage emerging filmmakers in Canada to get out there and make their first feature.
And we need to show them they can make a great film as little as $10,000. Ingrid Veninger’s 1K
Wave Challenge proved that it’s more than possible.”
“FSM” was selected as the BC Film, and was supported by Mentor Trish Dolman, Screen Siren
Pictures Inc. as well as the following Services: Post-Production Facilities Sponsors - Finalé Editworks,
The Mix Room; Service Provider Sponsors - William F. White International Inc. (Grip and Lighting
Equipment - in jurisdictions where possible), Front Row Insurance (Production insurance), The Rights
Company (Script Clearance), Brenda Blake (Legal Counsel), Agency 71 Inc. (Trailer Consulting and
Marketing Materials Consulting), Juice, The Media Concierge, and Red Square Motion.
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OutTV interview, Apr 16, 2016 Director Melanie Jones,
Actor Vanessa Crouch
Georgia Straight, Cover Story “Vanessa Crouch turns the
tables on EDM and Vancouver’s Dating Scene” Apr 14, 2016
link
Vancouver Sun, “Q&A: Vancouver filmmaker Melanie Jones
talks FSM, casting and nude scenes,” Apr 14, 2016 link
Vancouver Courier, “4 Things to Do In Vancouver Apr 1420”, Apr 14 2016 link
CKNW News Talk Radio Apr 16 – with Director Melanie
Jones
Roundhouse Radio Apr 14, 2016 – with Director Melanie
Jones & Actor Vanessa Crouch
CiTR “The Reel Whirled” Apr 14, 2016 – Interview with
Director Melanie Jones
Radio Canada Apr 13,2016 – with Actor Jessica Heafey (in
French) link
Northern Stars,“Vancity Celebrates Canadian Film Week”
March 2016 link
Westender,“News Briefs: National Film Day” Mar 2016 link
International Movie Poster Awards, Mar 2016 link
The Cascade, “Filming in the Fraser Valley” Mar 2016 link
Hollywood North Magazine, “Exclusive: FSM a film by
Melanie Jones” Mar 2016 link
Reel West, “Celluloid Social Club: The Blue Jet (and others)
screening” Mar 2016 link
Megan Riakos, “52 films by Women” March 2016 link
CiTR, International Women’s Day March 8, 2016 – Director Melanie Jones link
The Province, “By the Numbers: Tallying the progress on International Women’s Day” Mar 2016 link
North Shore News, “This Week” Announces VIWIFF and homegrown premieres. March 2016 link
Langara Voice, “Langara Films Screen at Vancouver International Women in Film Festival” March 2016 link
Westender, “VIWIFF Showcases Women-Driven Cinema” Mar 2016 link
Hollywomen, “11 Features and Docs to Watch at VIWIFF” Mar 2016 link
The Georgia Straight, “Week in Widescreen: The downside of hookup culture and Tina Fey blows up” Mar
2016 link
Vancouver Sun, “Top Five Reasons to see VIWIFF” (FSM is #1 Reason) Mar 2016 link (reprinted in Edmonton
Journal link)
Beatroute, “VIWIFF: Lights, Camera, Take Action!” Mar 2016 link
VanMusic.ca, “Vancouver International Women in Film” featured event Feb 2016 link
Beaumont Enterprise, “Boomtown Festival brings indie films, music to Beaumont” Feb 2016 link
Reel West Magazine, “Behind the Scenes on Shooting the Scenes for Six WFF Features” Winter 2015/2016
Issue. link
This is a Spoon Blog, “Top 15 People to Watch from the Whistler Film Festival,” Joel Ashton McCarthy. (List
includes Writer/Director Melanie Jones, Actor Vanessa Crouch, Director of Photography Shawn Seifert and Editor
Paolo Kalalo.) Dec 2015. link
The Province, “From Hollywood hype to hometown heroes” (FSM in “BEST OF BC”) Dec 2015 link
Sex Positive Magazine, “FSM at WFF”, Dec 2015 link
Whistler Film Festival Video Interview, “Meet the Artists.” Dec 2015 link
Lodging Ovations, “Whistler Film Festival 2015: Top 5” Dec 2015 link
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The Cascade, ”New Romantic Film Gets Up Close and Personal with UFV Prof Melanie Jones,” Christina Carne.
Dec 2015 (PRINT)
The Georgia Straight, “FSM Swipes Hookup Culture,” Adrian Mack. Nov 2015 link
efilmcritic, Interview with Writer/Director Melanie Jones. Nov 2015 link
efilmcritic, Interview with actor Georgie Daburas. Nov 2015 link
efilmcritic, “Whistler Film Festival Preview Guide,” Jason Whyte (FSM is a TOP PICK.) Nov 2015 link
Ginger Cat Sound, “FSM Premieres at Whistler Film Festival.” Nov 2015 link
Indiewire, “Whistler Film Festival 2015 Unveils First 18 Films Plus Other Highlights” Sept 2015 link
The Province, “Fred Lee’s Social Network” Sept 2015 link (reprinted in Vancouver Sun, link)
Georgia Straight, “Whistler Film Festival kicks off countdown to 15th edition” Aug 2015 link
Playback Online, “The Sabbatical, Nestor get Whistler World Bows” (Patterson’s Wager, The Sublet and FSM
were also included in the first lineup announcement for the festival.) Aug 2015 link
Glass City “Vancouver Filmmaker’s $10K Feature Film Debut to Highlight Local DJ’s” 2014 video
Media Release, Sept 2014, “Indiecan10K Announces New Post Production Sponsorship Partners.” link
Stream Daily “Juice to Help Distribute Indie Films on VOD” 2014 link
Screen Daily, “Indiecan Unveils Seven Indiegogo Projects” 2014 link
Cinemablographer, “Seven Films Announced for Indiecan10K Initiative” 2014 link

!

Playback, “Films Chosen for Indiecan10K Film Challenge Unveiled” 2014
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FSM PRODUCTION DIARY
An extensive Production Diary was published in Reel W est M agazine, Winter 2015/2016
Issue. link
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FSM CREDITS
CAST
Samantha
Yodabestie
Liam
Allison
Sean
Jim
Jennifer
Joel
Jo
Daniel
Jenny
Déjà Vu (Faye)
Déjà Vu (Frank)
Creepy Guy
James
Vicki
Hannah
Lauren
Kim
DJ Kasey Riot
Matt Troy
Molly
Mike
Eric
Cop #1
Cop #2
Dancing Lesbian #1
Dancing Lesbian #2
Waitress
Bouncer
Red Shirt
Yellow Shirt
Blue Shirt
Online Matches

Pugs
BMX Riders

Extras

VANESSA CROUCH
SEAN AIKEN
GEORGIE DABURAS
JESSICA HEAFEY
DANIEL MALLINSON
DANIEL ARNOLD
KYLA WISE
PAOLO MAIOLO
NNEKA CROAL
CHRIS WALTERS
PATRIZ FOMITCHEV
JACQUELINE ROBBINS
FRANK TALBOT
JJ WEBB
GARRETT BLACK
DEBRA SEARS
HANNAH PEDERSON
HEATHER FAYE ROBERTS
JULIA HARNETT
KASEY KRYSTECKI
MATT TROY
AUDREY ALVAREZ
CHARLES LYSNE
KEVIN EISLER
JIM ELIASON
ZLATKO STIPIC
CHLOE LAI
MELANIE M. JONES
SERENA BICKERSTAFF
JONATHAN CHAN
STEVE MOODY
DAYNA BROWN
DEVIN ARIYARATNE
EDWARD J. DOUGLAS
RHONA REES
AMANDA BURKE-PANON
ANDERS NIELSEN
RANDY THOMAS
NEWMAN & NAKU
JOHN HERRERA
CLAYTON FIFIELD
CHRIS PAZIK
STEVE JOHNSON
JUSTIN GORRIE
CHLOE CARLONI
JASON VERNER
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CREW
1st Assistant Director
2nd Assistant Director
Assistant 2nd AD
Script Supervisor
Script Consultant
1st Assistant Camera
2nd Assistant Camera
Stills Photographers

Production Designer
Art Dept Assistants

Graffiti Artist
Storyboard Artist
Dating Website Designer
Timelapse Photographer
Key Hair & Make-Up
Assistant Hair & Make-Up
Swing Hair & Make-Up

Costume Designer
Wardrobe Set Supervisor
Assistant Wardrobe
Costume Intern
Key Location Sound Recordist
Key Boom Operator
Location Sound Recordist
Location Sound Recordist/Boom Op
Gaffer
Key Grip
Lamp Op
Grip/Electrics
Production Assistants

JANENE WEST
JAKE LARSON
SINA NAZARIAN
TALIESIN SANFORD
LINDA COFFEY
MARK YUNGCO
NEIL HUGHES
STEPH BOYKO
SELENA RASKIN
SCOTT ROSSI
DEE GRAPHIQUES
JOSHUA WRIGHT
NINA REED
MARK YUNGCO
EMBER NAVARRO
KENNETH WONG SAI-KIT
TRAVIS HEATH, MELANIE JONES
EMILY CHAN
JESSICA COLE
NICK MEUNIER
COLIN DELAQUIS
STEFAN TOSHEFF
COLLIN KORTSCHAK
CYNTHIA MARADAN
TAMY BORBE
AUDREY MARC
KARINE SMITH
YING WANG
JERRY KUO
SALLY CHIANG
ALICIA WHITE
EMILY GRAY
AMAL MAHMOUD
DAYNA BROWN
JORDANNA LEAH
LACEY-JUNE BERRY
ERIC MOUAWAD
ERIC MOUAWAD
BILL LEININGER
BRENDAN BARBER
KENNETH WONG SAI-KIT
KYLE BARBER
MILTON BUELVAS
NATHANAEL VASS
EMBER NAVARRO
COLLIN KORTSCHAK
JJ WEBB
IVANHOE
JAMES L. HEAD
DEMI CHEW
JASON VERNER
LE YANG
TASSIA LANDGRAF
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Legal Services
Social Media Coordinator
Publicist
Casting
Casting Assistants

Catering
Craft Service
Craft Assistant
Animal Wrangler
Moon Flower Font designed by
Script Clearance
Online Editor & Colorist
Project Manager
Picture Editing Facility
Dialogue Editor
Audio Post Production Facility
Digital Compositor
Production Equipment Provided By
Music Supervisor Consultant

MARK AZODI
SKY MATTSON ANTONE
DEVIN ARIYARATNE
BRENDA BLAKE LLB
LINDANI MOKGWEETSI
LARA FITZGERALD
MELANIE M. JONES
LUCINDA BRUCE
SHIVA KASHI
CHLOE LAI
JASON VERNER
EMILY-ANNE FRASER
HANNAH PEDERSON
NATALIE CONNOLLY
VFS CAFÉ
LUCINDA BRUCE
JASON VERNER
MONICA MAGNETTI
DENISE BENTULAN
THE RIGHTS COMPANY
ALLAN PINVIDIC
JULIA NIENDORF
FINALE EDITWORKS
SONDRA MOYLS
THE MIX ROOM
ALEXEY ALEKHIN
WILLIAM F. WHITE INTERNATIONAL INC.
MICHAEL PERLMUTTER

“Shuttle"
Performed by Howl Sound
Written by Ryan Enockson & Sean Matwiy
Courtesy of Howl Sound

“Strange Lady”
Performed by Dominique Fricot
Written by Dominique Fricot
Courtesy of Dominique Fricot

“Mellow”
Performed by Kasey Riot
Written by Kasey Riot
Courtesy of Kasey Riot

“Acre"
Performed by Howl Sound
Written by Ryan Enockson & Sean Matwiy
Courtesy of Howl Sound

“Versus”
Performed by South of Bloor
Written by South of Bloor
Courtesy of South of Bloor
“Dancing By Yourself”
Performed by Best Night Ever
Written by Best Night Ever
Courtesy of Best Night Ever

“Shuttle"
Performed by Howl Sound
Written by Ryan Enockson & Sean Matwiy
Courtesy of Howl Sound
“Challenger"
Performed by Howl Sound
Written by Ryan Enockson & Sean Matwiy
Courtesy of Howl Sound
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“Give It”
Performed by Kasey Riot
Written by Kasey Riot
Courtesy of Kasey Riot

“No Sleep”
Performed by Jodi Pederson
Written byJodi Pederson
Courtesy of Jodi Pederson and Lenz
Entertainment.

“Embrace”
Performed by Blackmill
Written by Blackmill
Courtesy of Blackmill
“Haunted By Love”
Performed by Dominique Fricot
Written by Dominique Fricot
Courtesy of Dominique Fricot

“Mistake”
Performed by Maurice
Written by Maurice
Courtesy of Maurice
“Tipping Point"
Performed by Howl Sound
Written by Ryan Enockson & Sean Matwiy
Courtesy of Howl Sound

“I Could Lose It All”
Performed by Chersea
Written by Chersea
Courtesy of Chersea
Produced by Cody Taylor at Fiend
Recordings

“This Blue Moon Comes”
Performed by Phil Woolf
Written by Phil Woolf
Courtesy of Phil Woolf

“These Kids”
Performed by KIDS ft. Evan Michael and
Kelvin Smoler Written by J. Strouhal, E.
Burnstick, J. Mejia, R. Munro, Kelvin Smoler
Courtesy of Kinetic Intelligence Developing
Soul
“Dogwoods”
Performed by Phil Woolf
Written by Phil Woolf
Courtesy of Phil Woolf
“Versus (Kasey Riot Remix)”
Performed by South of Bloor
Written by South of Bloor
Courtesy of South of Bloor

“Grey Matter”
Performed by Chersea
Written by Chersea
Courtesy of Chersea
Produced by Cody Taylor at Fiend
Recordings
“Go Home”
Performed by Lucius
Written by Jess Wolfe and Holly Laessig
Published by Wildewoman Music (ASCAP)
“Real Love”
Performed by The Boom Booms
Written by The Boom Booms
Courtesy of The Boom Booms
Produced By Chin Injeti and Recorded at
The Armory Studios
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